[Management of juvenile ocular hypertension].
Ocular hypertensions (OHTs) in juvenile are characterized by occurrence in teenage with intraocular pressure (IOP) frequently fluctuated and increased over 30 mm Hg (1 mm Hg = 0.133 kPa) without any ocular symptoms and disturbance of visual acuity. IOPs are normalized in the majorities of juvenile over adolescence stage with long-term follow up. The medical terminology of 'adolescence IOP fluctuation' or 'adolescence ocular hypertension' is therefore used. The diagnosis and management of juvenile OHT remain difficult clinical challenges. OHTs in juvenile sometimes are incorrectly diagnosed due to inappropriate IOP measurement and thicker central cornea as younger children are non-compliant and resisting the examination. In this paper, we reviewed OHT in juvenile in the light of significant studies in the past and based on our experience of clinical practice in order to provide a better understanding and management of OHTs in juvenile.